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An anthropologist in a business school

§ From

§ to



But also

Practitioners
oriented



Inspiration from Organisational anthropology / 
ethnography

§ From the early years of the discipline 
anthropologists have always had an 
interest in organizations and organizing 
since “we live most of our lives within 

and among organisations” (Garsten & 
Nyqvist, 2013, p.1). 

§ Indeed, the study of human organizing 
can be said to be core to anthropology.

Reference:
Garsten, C., & Nyqvist, A. (2013). Organisational anthropology: Doing 
ethnography in and among complex organisations. Pluto Press.



The ‘language’  of ‘a’ organisation 

The organisational anthropologist:

needs to learn general business, 
government or non-profit terminology in 
order to converse intelligently in such field 
settings, 

as well as the language of the industry 
within which the study is situated –
museum-speak, or high tech, or physics, or 
cooking, or copier terminology – in 
addition to the language particular to the 
organization being studied and the 
theoretical field being interrogated.

Yanow, D. (2009). Organizational ethnography and 
methodological angst: myths and challenges in the 
field. Qualitative Research in Organizations and Management: An 
International Journal, 4(2), 186-199.



The open-ended nature of 
anthropological  curiosity

• The open ended nature of questions allows participants to tell us about 
their experiences

• An open-ended approach allows information to bubble up from direct 
interaction with participants 

• It brings information we would never have thought to ask about. 

• It broadens our understanding of a problem beyond what we could have 
assumed the issues to be at the beginning of the study

It is this ability to analyze the raw data we gather from interviews, 
observation and our other techniques and to find answers that makes 
anthropological work valuable in business BECAUSE the answers we find are 

broader than the questions that were originally asked.

From Ann Jordan: International Journal of Business Anthropology Vol. 1(1) 2010



Collaging as participatory approach

Used in two research projects

1) Imaginative Scenario Planning for Law Enforcement 
Organizations project that works with national police and 
crime units in the Netherlands and the UK

2) Maritime Dimension of Transnational Organized Crime: 
Engaging Indonesian Law Enforcement Agencies and 
Coastal Communities in the Land-Sea Nexus project that 
involves Indonesian fishery communities and law 
enforcement organizations



Why participatory methods? 
Why ‘creative’? 

To involve potential stakeholders and end-users

To encourage co-design and co-production of knowledge with 
policymakers and practitioners, and engagement between researchers 
and users of research in the public and private sectors and civil society.

Have direct input from research participants on the direction of the

research

We expected that this technique might open-up participants to new and 

different reactions to the issue under discussion. 

We considered collage-making to be emancipatory as it breaks through 
comfort-zones and power relations and allows voice through 
performance. 



Participatory research =

From Bergold & Thomas (2012) 

“Participatory research methods are geared towards planning and 
conducting the research process with those people whose life-world and 
meaningful actions are under study”.

From Cook (2012)

“two core elements characterise participatory research. Firstly there is a 
specific quality of interaction between those conducting research and 
those whose lives are the focus of the research and secondly there is an 
inherent and often explicit connection between research and social action, 
the former designed to support the latter".



Why collaborate (in research)?
§Because there is more ‘out there’ than we can ‘know’

§In the process of discussion collaboration new and different 
issues and problem statements come to the fore (where 
science meets practice)

§There is a lot of knowledge with practitioners

§Hence: challenging, exciting, result-focused
§But also: different rhythm, different languages, different 

pressures



A collage is a flexible composition that 
is assembled gradually and additively; 

as each new part is included, the 
intuitive relationship among the various 
parts are ordered and re-ordered until a 
convincing overall pattern or schema is 

achieved (Davis and Butler-Kisber
1999,:2)



Collages-making in a group or as an individual?

Group: allows discussion on selecting images, 
group members can query each other; some 
groups discuss what to look for first, others 
prefer to each select images and then discuss 
these for final selection. 

One disadvantage: the process can be taken 
over by a dominant group member (and thus 
less voice of others).

Individual: provides all the space to follow 
one’s own ideas and thoughts, but lacks the 
interactive engagement with others and 
being challenged.



Remarks by participants on collage making:

“The collage making produced 

rich data in a relatively short 

period of time”

“Collage making takes you out of 

your normal way of working”

“In particular the exchange with the others was of interest to me; we are all 

somehow stuck in our own ideas, the arguments of others were really 

provocative and enriching”

“Leafing through the magazines made me ‘change’ my mind on what to 

choose; gave me new associations”



How does collaging support participatory ideals

§ Offers a direct impact of research participants on the research 
direction

§ Helps focusing on issues the research participants find relevant and 
important (not pre-set by the researchers) – increases their voices 
in the process

§ Participants become co-producers of knowledge (also because 
collages can be used for designing practical outcomes (in our case a 
scenario planning toolkit)

§ The arranging image fragments can reveal unconscious 
connections and new understandings

§ Challenges and counters hegemonic and linear thinking associated 
with more traditional research



Analyzing Collages I:

traditional 
Analyzing Collages II: Visual Analysis

Semiotics Iconographics

Art

Making sense

Composition, colors, lines perspective

Concepts, (sur)realities, 
language

Subversive

Picasso (1921) Still Life with Chair Caning



What does the use of collage ‘really’ add?

For the researched For the researcher For the research

Ownership

”Different 
way of 
thinking”

Joy

Creative         
associations

Taking 
backseat 

Shifting 
direction

Triggers Unlearning

Visualizing new ideas

Richer 
Data



§
Co

-cre
atio

n

Emancipatory 

Voice through performance

Against politics of language 

Avoid 
standardized 
responses and 
known-
articulations

Opening-up to 
new and 
different 
insights

AND:



Usefulness?

We developed a 
Toolbox as 
outcome of the 
CREST project; 
and a dual-
language 
brochure and 
awareness raising 
posters for the 
Indonesia project



Project with police 
Future security threats

§Project
§Problem

§collaboration
§Results



Police UK / NL

Problem:

Law enforcement traditionally focuses on short term operational and 
tactical planning. In addition, they work with scenario thinking based 
on past trends which inhibits the organization’s capacity to anticipate 
future threats in an effective and flexible manner. 

Question: How are long term security threats currently envisioned in law 
enforcement organizations? 

Collaboration was with analysts (trend-analysis) 



Police UK / NL

Collage-making: what does the world ‘look like’ in 2050 and what are the main 
security threats in ’that’ world?



Uit collages - drivers

Drivers
Threats
Scenarios
Strategies
Anti-strategies



Surprising outcome – new problem

Police force is mainly reactive / 
law enforcement is reactive

Should we have 27-year old’s in 
leadership roles?

Current managers/leaders are 
no longer ‘fresh’; they have 
moved through the 
organization and are 
‘socialized’, can no longer think 
outside the box

Everything takes too long 
(from scenario, to text, to 
signature)

How flexible is our own 
organization; how about our 
adaptive capacity? There is 
always the tension between 
the time we need as an 
organization to respond and 
the speed of change out there

we are a government 
agency… you do not 
easily change that 
(us)

law enforcement is 
also sometimes 
trapped by that we 
insist to have the 
expert in the room.
Whereas you’re 
actually better off 
having a random 
group of people



Organisational advice session

Key suggestions to start the process of working on the adaptive capacity 
(and organisational development) include:

1) a move towards dialogue [multi-directional instead of top-down]

2) the use of appreciative inquiry in the organisation 

APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY
Appreciating and Valuing the Best of “What is”
Envisioning “What Might Be”
Dialoguing “What Should Be”
Innovating “What Will Be”
Basic Assumption: An organization is a mystery to be 

valued and explored



Organisational advice

§3) looking for alternatives to strong leadership

Dominant Approach – Emergent Approach

Power through hierarchy – Power through connection

Mission and vision – Shared Purpose

Making sense through rationale argument – Making sense through emotional 

connection

Leadership-driven (top down) innovation - Viral (grass-roots driven) creativity

Tried and tested, based on experience - ‘Open’ approaches, sharing ideas, co-

creating change

Transactions - Relationships



Results

Report 
and
Step-by-step 
toolkit

https://crest
research.ac.
uk/projects/i
maginative-
scenario-
planning/

https://crestresearch.ac.uk/projects/imaginative-scenario-planning/
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